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Abstract 
This project is aimed at improving the Frontiers in Electrical and Computer Engineering (ECE) 
program at WPI. Frontiers in ECE is a summer pre-collegiate program to expose high school students to 
ECE majors. The program lacked content related to microcontrollers, so this project developed three lab 
activities to supplement the curriculum. Analysis of other programs provided guidance for creating the 
new lab activities. Multiple platforms were tested to find the best development board for the labs. A 
curriculum was then developed with the help of the program instructor.  
Executive Summary 
Pre-collegiate summer programs are popular these days because they provide a preview of college 
coursework for high school students. Many colleges and universities offer pre-collegiate summer 
programs. Although the goal for any pre-collegiate program is to prepare high school students for their 
college careers, the focuses vary from providing a general overview to concentrating on a single subject 
[1].  
The Frontiers program in Worcester Polytechnical Institute (WPI) is a pre-collegiate summer 
program with courses and activities focused on one major or subject. This IQP project is focused on 
improving the Frontiers in Electronic and Computer Engineering (ECE) program. This program is a two 
week long residential program with one class of twenty students, one professor, and teaching assistants. 
Students spend five hours a day on lectures and labs related to ECE. The content of this program is 
designed to introduce ECE majors to high school students with no background.  
There are many other universities and colleges in the New England area that provide pre-collegiate 
summer programs with focuses on ECE. These programs vary in length, format, content, but most of 
them includes a section on microcontrollers or programming. By analyzing the previous year’s program 
and comparing it to other programs, the schedule of the Frontiers in ECE program was revised. It was 
found that the program had comprehensive content on analog circuits, but was lacking good, well 
organized content for microcontrollers. Thus, this IQP focused on creating content on microcontroller 
section.  
The first step was to select the right microcontroller. In this IQP, three different platforms were 
tested: Arduino, MSP430 Launchpad, and PIC. After comparing and simulating a real lab section, it was 
found that the best option was MSP430 launchpad. The main reasons are its built in USB programmer, 
low cost, and that it uses the same platform as other WPI embedded courses.  
The next step was to design the activities. Previously, there were two activities for the 
microcontroller section, blinking LEDs and controlling a 7-segment display. However, the old activities 
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have many problems. Therefore, these activities were redesigned to work directly with the selected 
hardware. The new activities provide a step by step instruction to make sure students with no 
background can still complete then. Furthermore, a third activity was created with a theme of how 
microcontrollers can interface with analog circuits and signals. The newly designed activities include a 
lab manual, code for microcontroller, complete schematics, and PCBs for certain labs.  
For further improvement of the Frontiers in ECE program, the analog sections could have some 
rework on the manual provided to students. In addition, the content could be more self-instructed with 
additional diagrams and explanations.  
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1 Introduction 
WPI Frontiers in ECE program is a residential summer program for high school students. The 
program is two weeks long. Students will spend 5 hours, 2 hours in the morning and 3 hours in after 
noon, in lab to explore the fundamentals of electronic engineering. There is no background requirement 
for students. The program is broken up into multiple topics such as basic equipment, soldering, opamp, 
microcontroller, etc. Each topic will start off with a lecture style introduction to the topic and moves into 
a hands-on lab for students to practice and learn the material. Being a teaching assistant for the program 
last year, I have found some room for improvement. The goal of this IQP is to improve the weak spots in 
the Frontiers in ECE program. Particularly, the microcontroller topic needs the most work. This IQP will 
rebuild the microcontroller section with new material, instruction, and more contents.  
2 Background   
Every major technical institute or university will have similar pre-collegiate summer programs 
which focus on some area of engineering. In order to improve the Frontiers ECE program. It is 
important to look at other similar programs in the New England region. 
 
Program Target 
Grades 
Duration Focus Hands on lab part 
WTP-EECS (by 
MIT) 
11th Four weeks CS, EE Multiple labs and a big 
Capstone project making 
DC motors 
Engineering 
Exploration 
program (By RPI) 
11th and 
12th 
One Week General engineering Wind turbine project 
Fabricating the 
Future (by Cornell) 
10th -12th Two Weeks Arduino robot Building robot, 
programming Arduino 
Stanford per 
collegiate summer 
institutes 
10th and 
11th 
Three weeks 
per session 
(two sessions) 
General engineering 
(focused on one object 
each year) 
 
Table 2-1 Comparison between other summer pre-collegiate program 
 
The Women's Technology Program in Electrical Engineering & Computer Science (WTP-EECS) 
program is a summer pre-collegiate program by MIT. It is a four-week program for female in 11th grader 
only with no background requirement in CS. The program focuses on computer science, electrical 
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engineering, and mathematics. 40 students are divided into 2 classes for lectures, readings, homework, 
and hands-on labs. In the last week students will work on a capstone project designing and making a DC 
motor. The program also include project based on microcontrollers. [2] 
The Engineering Exploration Program under Rensselaer Academic Enrichment Programs is a 
summer program for 11th and 12th graders by Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI). It is a one-week 
program about engineering. Students will spend half of the time with the lectures introduce Electronic 
Engineering, Materials Science, Chemical & Biological Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and 
Aerospace Engineering, and other half of the time working on a wind turbine project. [3]   
Fabricating the Future: Robotics and Programming is a two-weeks summer program by Cornell 
University. The program is designed for 10th-12th graders (Up to 56 students). Students will build robots 
from a provided robotics kit and learn to program the robot with Arduino. It is a non-residential program 
and there are no background requirements for students. [4] 
Stanford per collegiate summer institutes provide two sessions of summer for 8th to 12th grader. 
Students can choose one course of their interests in each session which lasts three weeks. The 
engineering course focuses on hands-on experience and real-world applications (for 8th and 12th grader). 
The files of the course vary each year, the files are Civil Engineering, Structural Engineering and 
Electrical Engineering in summer 2018. The program also includes resident, field trip and other 
activities. [5] 
Most summer programs that contains hands on lab will cover the topic about embedded systems. In 
comparison, the Frontiers in ECE program is falling behind in this area. To better improve the 
microcontroller section in the program, external projects focused on microcontroller and embedded area 
are studied.  
Brandyn Moore Hoffer (student) from East Tennessee state university did a thesis on promote 
STEM education at high school level. The project utilizes Arduino for hands on lab assignments related 
to electronic engineering. The report has a detailed lab manual for reference. [6]  
The paper from 122nd American Society for Engineering Education (ASEE) discussed a set of 
lessons introduce basic computer science for high school students. While introducing topics on 
cybersecurity, students also work in groups, on hands-on labs, building basic circuit, learning to use 
Arduino to accomplish and build simple task. The project asks students to design a biometric user 
identification device with Arduino. The study shows that such programs increase the percent of students 
choosing STEM related fields in future. Also, the projects discussed are feasibly executed in the high 
school classroom. [7] 
The COSMOS (California State Summer School for Mathematics and Science) program also 
included embedded topics. This four-week course for high schoolers uses Cypress Semiconductor 
CY3214 and CY3209 development kits. The programming of this platform could be done in both GUI 
and c programming. In the program, lectures, worksheets and labs are conducted around this embedded 
platform. There are some important feedbacks. First, it is important to include embedded related topics 
in such program as students and parents have no knowledge about embedded systems and cannot get 
themselves started. In lectures, students lose attention quickly. Students tend to pick up concepts faster 
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though experimenting rather than lectures. Also, if the lab manual contains too much jargon, students 
find it hard to understand and will soon lose interests [8]. These are all worth noting when developing 
lectures and manuals in the IQP.   
To polish the existing part of the program, some reference materials are found. These materials 
contain ideas that might be useful to make the manual easier to understand and labs more interesting.  
Heathkit is a company famous for electronic kit business in the 1940s to 1980s. In 1940s, 
companies started its business by build a product and sold all the parts as a kit. Heathkit received good 
reputation for their high-quality assembly manual. In 1990s, with the advancement of semiconductor 
and manufactures, the kit business, including Heathkit, suffered. Heathkit changed the focuses to 
education and publishing. Manuals, courses, 
materials were sold to individuals and colleges. 
[9] 
The Frontiers in ECE program heavily 
involves hands on projects. The high reputation 
Heathkit manual and other self-instructional 
courses could be used to help develop the lab 
manual. It is important that the lab manual is 
self-explanatory. As mentioned above, students 
are easily distracted when given a lecture. A 
good manual could help those distracted students 
easily get back on track. For example, the 
diagram from an old Heathkit manual in Figure 
2-1 [10] could be very useful in soldering 
activities.  
 
When talking about electronic educational kit 
for small kids, many people would think of Snap 
Circuits. The company Elenco Electronics also 
have kits products for more advance circuits.  
An example will be the auto scan FM radio 
kit (in Figure 2-2 [11]). This kit contains all 
through hole components which is easy for 
beginner to solder. Also, the PCB layout is the 
same as circuit diagram, which is also labeled on 
the silk screen. When trouble shooting, students 
could probe the PCB like a schematic. This will 
make the debug process a lot easier for students.  
A kit like this will be a good teaching tool. 
For example, in the activities of learning basic 
 
Figure 2-1 Heathkit manual diagram  
 
 
 
Figure 2-2 Elenco AutoScan FM Radio Kit 
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equipment, a board could be made for students to probe with. With instructive silk screen, students 
could easily understand the content.  
  
 The Short Circuits manual by Jaycar Electronics is a manual for 
learning basic electronic and construct simple circuits with no soldering 
requirement [12]. Rather than using the popular bread board these days, it 
uses spring on a plastic board surface to help connecting the components 
as shown in Figure 2-3. This allows the circuit to be free of form.  
 Another high light of their system is the circuit template, shown 
in Figure 2-4. The circuit diagram is printed and applied onto the plastic 
base, then components are connected exactly as shown by the diagram 
with the springs. It is similar to the Elenco kit in Figure 2-2 that allows 
students to directly measure the diagram and study the circuit.  
 Similar approach could be applied to bread board as well. By 
covering the breadboard with a pre-designed sheet, students would have a 
more gradual learning curve when first using breadboard.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Figure 2-3 Short Circuit 
Spring Connector 
 
Figure 2-4 Circuit template 
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3 Select Embedded Platform.  
The first step in designing embedded activities is to find a suitable platform. There are many 
famous families of microcontroller, for example PIC and ARM. Since the goal in the Frontiers ECE 
program is to introduce students to the embedded system, the simple 8-bit platform is enough, there is 
no need for the powerful ARM systems. In addition, various education-oriented platforms are built using 
these existing microcontrollers. Those platforms are designed to be easily used by people with no 
backgrounds in microcontrollers. Thus, they are often used in introductory courses.  
The most popular platform is Arduino. The hardware is an AVR 8-bit microcontroller on a PCB 
with some additional components for ease of use. It is designed to use be programmed by Arduino IDE. 
The program is written in C/C++ with a library that abstract all the register configuration into simple 
functions. However, users could still program it as an ordinary AVR controller. Another similar 
platform is the MSP430 Launchpad produced by Texas Instruments. It is almost identical with Arduino 
except that it uses a MSP430 microcontroller from TI. Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-2 show the hardware of 
two platforms.  
 
Figure 3-1 Arduino UNO 
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Figure 3-2 MSP430 LaunchPad 
 
One example where Arduino is used in college courses is from professor Peter Jamieson, Miami 
University, Oxford, OH. The paper listed many benefits of Arduino: ease of setup, great number of 
example and open source projects, low cost on hardware, software and maintenance and can be 
programed by number of languages. An embedded course for college juniors included Arduino as an 
option. In the midterm and major project, students can choose the platform and chip they want to use. 
Majority of the students choose Arduino [13].  
Another review is done on embedded systems education (college level), which focuses on Arduino 
related topics. A table listed basic reviews of various Arduino related embedded course (shown in 
Appendix A). Introducing Arduino have many advantages. 
Students seems to have an increased motivation and interest when using Arduino. The platform is 
easy to learn and use; it also allowed students to increase code complexity in less amount of time. There 
are also down sides and bring concerns to instructors. For example: lack of low-level exposure and 
controls. The conclusion of the paper stated that “Arduino proved to be a very promising educational 
platform in embedded engineering” [14].  
Embedded lab in Sri Krishnadevaraya University had made a serial of activities for computer 
engineers on embedded systems. They are based on the MSP430 platform and some custom circuits. 
The MSP-Launchpad kit provided by TI (Texas Instruments) is modified with an additional ZIF (Zero-
Insertion Force) socket for easily program then remove the ICs. The activities increment in difficulties 
and explore the functionalities of GPIO, timer, ADC, and serial communications. The activities such as 
Digital Voltmeter using ADC, Temperature Measurements, and displaying results on computer is 
something this IQP could consider including [15].   
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4 Platform testing 
The process for testing embedded platform are to redevelop an existing lab in the program on all 
platforms. Each platform will be evaluated on the student’s perspective of using it in lab as well as 
instructor’s perspective of creating future labs.   
The 7-segment display lab is chosen to be the test subject. This lab requires some external wiring 
which could test the easy of connection for the platform. In addition, the amount of developing needs to 
be put into this is the right amount for testing. The original circuit was built with msp430 chip on a 
bread board. Shown in Figure 4-1. To simplify the wiring in the test, a small PCB test jig is made with a 
single resistor Figure 4-3. This test jig does have the problem that the LED will dim when multiple 
segments are turn on at the same time. However, for the purpose of testing the embedded platforms. This 
is not a problem.   
  
Figure 4-1 original 7-segment circuit 
 
 
Figure 4-3 7-segment helper board diagram Figure 4-2 3D preview of the PCB test jig 
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Total of three platforms are tested, Arduino Uno, MSP430 Launchpad and the PIC. The Arduino 
and MSP430 are picked as they are the two most popular platforms for introduction to microcontroller. 
The PIC platform is included as a comparison since it is widely used in industry. The overall structure of 
the code controlling the 7-segment display is designed without a specific platform then transferred into 
each platform.  
4.1 Arduino Testing. 
Arduino Uno uses an Atmel DIP chip: Atmega328P. Generating program in Arduino IDE for 7-
segment display is relatively easy. Arduino has its own set of functions to simplify coding, while it still 
supports direct register control (make it easier to directly put in binaries). For the easy of connection, 
Arduino Uno digital Pin 6 to 13 is used to control 7-segment display and Pin 2 is used to the button.  
One drawback for Arduino is that it relays on an external crystal for clock. The atmega328p chip 
does have internal oscillator, however Arduino designed the chip to run on external crystal for higher 
speed. This means Arduino is not suitable for able to do bare chip operation while still having the 
convenient Arduino bootloader.  
Atmel Studio is also tested. The experience of that is very similar to using Code Composer Studio 
as mentioned later. The difference is that a special programmer is needed for downloading to chip.  
4.1 MSP430 Launchpad Testing 
The pins used are shown in Figure 4-4. Due to 
the limited number of digital Pins, P1.0-P1.6 are 
used for controlling the 7-segment display. Port 2.2 
is used to the button.  
One of the MSP430 IDE energia does not 
support the given chip MSP430G2553 directly 
from launch. On the other hand, Code Composer 
Studio (CCS) is another IDE provided by Taxes 
Instrument for their microcontrollers. CCS can 
work seamlessly with the MSP430G2553. In 
Addition, CCS is widely used in WPI’s embedded 
development. One of the advantages is that it is 
pre-installed in most WPI’s labs, the software setup could be much simpler.  
In CCS, there are no predefined function such as delay, or digitalOutput as provided in Arduino 
IDE. Controlling output or other functions will need register controls. For those who have experience in 
embedded systems, this is still easy to do.   
Figure 4-4 MSP430G2553 Pinout Reference [16] 
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4.2 PIC Testing 
The Pic programmer pickit is quite a nice device. However, the programming environment 
suggested by microchip, the MPLAB X, is quite complicated to use. There are three pieces of software 
get installed with the MPLAB X IDE, and user need to install a separate complier. Due to the 
complicated setup, it is determined that pic is not suited for this program 
 
4.3 Conclusion from creating the lab for 7-segment display  
 Form factor Downloader  Debugger  Software 
Choice  
Online support 
(community, official 
document) 
Arduino Dev board  In Dev 
board 
Not included  Arduino IDE 
or Atmel 
Studio 
Biggest online 
community for 
hobbyists.  
MSP430 
LaunchPad  
Dev board In Dev 
board 
In Dev board Code 
Composer 
Studio  
Less than Arduino, 
Mostly for hobbyists 
and some for 
professional  
PIC Chip only / 
third party 
Devboard 
Separate  With the 
separate 
Downloader 
MPLAB  Plenty, while mostly 
for professionals.   
Table 4-1 Comparison for all three platforms 
 
 The target for the embedded section of the lab is for students to have exposure to 
microcontrollers and appreciate the ability of microcontrollers. Thus, running the bare chip without 
development board is not a hard requirement. From previous experience, when students need to take the 
chip off the dev-board LIF sockets, there are big chance that they damage the pins. Thus, keeping them 
in dev-board and use cable to connect the pin out is a good option. In this case, the disadvantage of 
Arduino’s requirement of external crystals no longer exist.  
Overall, the Arduino and MSP430 Launchpad is very similar in this activity. While the PIC is 
overly complicated. Thus, PIC is no longer considered.  
A fake lab section is conducted with professor to simulate using Arduino and MSP430. After one 
lab section with each platform, the problems of each platform are found. For Arduino, the main problem 
is the software setup and platform cost. Although it doesn’t require installation, the process for setting 
up the software is long and tedious. On the other hand, MSP430’s Code Composer Studio is preinstalled 
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in WPI. In addition, the Frontiers in ECE program already have some MSP430 Launchpad previously. 
Sticking to the same platform will result in lower setup cost. 
In conclusion, the best microcontroller platform for the program is MSP430 Launchpad.  
 
 
5 Embedded Lab Sections 
Modern microcontrollers are well equipped with both digital and analog functionalities. For 
students to experience the capability of microcontroller in both area, multiple labs need to be developed. 
The first lab is blinking a LED on the MSP430 Launchpad. It has a very simple task; no wiring, and 
only a few lines of code. The goal is to let students get familiar with MSP430 tool chain: Code 
Composer Studio.  
The second lab is controlling 7-segment display. This lab is aimed at showing the power of 
microcontroller in logic controls. Students will be given the code while requited to do some wiring for 
the 7-segment display.  
The third lab is voice recording and playback. Students will get a sense of how microcontroller 
could work in analog circuits. They will be asked to build more circuits including amplifier and R-2R 
ladders.  
5.1 Introductory lab to get use to the environment  
The purpose of this lab is to introduce students to the embedded environment. This lab should 
stay simple, straight forward. Students will type in a little code and see the result on the Launchpad. 
There will be no circuit building in this lab.  
 
Design details: 
Students will walk through all the steps including:  
⚫ Creating a project in Code Composer Studio 
⚫ Type in some code 
⚫ Compile the code and build the project 
⚫ Upload the code to the MSP430 Launchpad and see the result 
In addition, students are very likely to discover some bugs in the code and attempt to 
debugging. 
The code is very simple.  
Initially, the lab is designed with two external LEDs and buttons. There are timer and external 
interrupts in the code, and the students are expected to copy the code into CCS. However, since the 
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focus is about the develop environment (CCS), the lab is simplified down to no interrupt or ADCs. 
The code only toggles a digital pin to flash a LED. Also, there are no circuit building. The LED 
used is built into the MSP430 Launchpad. This way, all other source of error is removed, and 
students can focus on debugging and familiarizing the CCS environment.  
For the actual lab document, there are step by step instruction on how to do everything. There 
are also many screen shoots of the CCS for each step to better explain them.   
For example, Figure 5-1 is a screen shoot of the CCS editing window after the code being 
typed in. This kind of screen shots will help students to check weather their work is correct before 
proceeding to the next step.  
 
Figure 5-1 One of the screen shots included in the lab instruction 
5.2 7 Segment Display Lab  
This lab is designed to demonstrate microcontroller’s ability on digital circuits. Students will be 
asked to build a simple circuit and drive a 7-segment display with MSP430. Timer interrupt is used to 
display letters sequentially while external interrupts will be monitoring the button inputs.  
 
Design Details: 
The MSP430 launchpad will be turning on the individual pins of the 7-segment display to create 
numbers and letters. A timer is used to display a sequence of numbers and letters in a loop. A common 
anode 7-segment display is chosen since it could some transistor drivers when controlled by a 
microcontroller. A resistor pack is used to simplify the number of components. The bush button is used 
to switch between multiple sequences of outputs.  
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Figure 5-2 Initial Design of the circuit for the 7-segment lab 
 
 
Figure 5-3 Improved circuit design for the 7-segment lab 
 
Initially, the circuit is design with very common design choices. Port 1 (Pin1.0 to Pin1.7) are used 
for output to 7-segment display. Pin 2.2 is used for input with internal pullup. After attempting to create 
demonstration circuits, it is obvious that such circuit has many rooms for improvement. For example, 
Pin1.0 to Pin1.7 is adjacent to each other. However, the actual MSP430 puts P2.0 next to P1.5, and P1.6 
is on the other side of the board. Also, the 7-segment display doesn’t need any ground connection. The 
button is the only ground connection needed. If students were to wire the circuit following the initial 
design, Figure 5-2, they will need to connect multiple wires across the MSP430 Launchpad. On the 
other hand, the improved design in Figure 5-3 only requires a VCC and all the pin used are on the same 
side of the physical board. Using this wiring design, the connection will be cleaner and result in less 
errors.  
A piece of soldered breadboard for the 7-segment display is shown in Figure 5-4. This figure is also 
used in lab instruction for students to have an idea on how to start connecting the circuit. In addition, 
this piece of hardware is provided to instructor of the lab as a demo piece.  
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Figure 5-4 Example soldered breadboard for 7-segment display 
  
The code for this lab is very long, thus students will not be expecting to type those in. Instead, they 
will replace the auto-generated main.c file in the project with the provided main.c file. To simplify the 
process, all the code needed is contained in the provided main.c file. This means students could simply 
copy and paste the provided code.   
Since the code and the hardware could both be a source of error. Students are instructed to test the 
circuit before moving on to the software. The testing is very simple, by connecting individual pins to 
ground and check if the corresponding segment is turned on.  
The code is written in clear structure with enough comments. The main parameters such as phrase 
displayed, and timer frequency are listed in the beginning of the file. This made it easy for anyone to 
change these parameters to display different things or display at different speed. Since most students are 
assumed with no programming experience, the lab instruction only asks about altering the code at the 
end as an optional challenge.   
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5.3 Analog Recording Lab  
The two labs above provide introduction to microcontroller and showed its ability on digital related 
tasks. This lab will show the analog and storage ability of microcontroller. The internal ADC and flash 
memory will be used to construct a record and playback device.  
 
Design details:  
The speed of flash writing is bench marked using a digital pin. The pin will output high right before 
writing flash memory and output low right after. By doing a sequence of writing operation, the 
maximum writing speed can be determined by measuring the time between two rising edge of the pin. 
The measured time is 117us (~ 8.5kHz) between the beginning of two writes commands.   
 
Figure 5-5: Pulse width measurement for flash write 
 
 The microcontroller used, MSP430G2553, has only 16Kbyte of flash memory. While sampling 
at 10KHz, 16KB can only store 1.6 second of audio. In addition, this space is shared with the code 
storage. Thus, this sampling frequency need to decrease for a longer recording.  
By using an analog recording and playback device, the sampling frequency could be as low as 
5KHz while the playback of a sentence is still audible. By lowing to this frequency, the microcontroller 
would be fast enough to sample and store the audio data.  
For the output, using one pin to produce PWM signal and filtering will require the least amount of 
circuits. However, the microcontroller’s internal clock is not fast enough. At the highest base speed, 
1MHz, to allow an 8-bit, 256 pulse width difference, the clock can only run at 3.9KHz. Even when 
dropping two bits of data, the clock speed is still only 15.6KHz. This speed is too slow for PWM audio 
output.  
The other option for output could be a R 2R ladder DAC using 8 digital pins. The draw back on this 
option is the need for 8 pins and additional circuit. Only port 1 of MSP430G2553 contains 8 pins. 
However, the last pin of the port 1, P1.7 is need for ADC input. Two pins from Port 2, P2.0, P2.0 are 
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used with port 1 to form an 8-bit output (shown in Figure 5-11). This also allowed a better wiring 
which puts all 8 pins on the same side. 
Initially, Port 2 is MSB and Port 1 is LSB (MSB 2.1, 2.0, 1.5 … 1.0 LSB). This caused a big jump 
in voltage when the output value changes cross between 0011 1111 and 0100 0000 (Binary) or the other 
way around. Due to the lack of latching output. the output value will jump to 0000 0000 or 0111 1111 
before the second port is changed while the first port is changed. The jump could be from 0100 0000 to 
0000 0000. This error value is very big. Figure 5-6 showed these spikes and zoomed in to measure it. To 
solve the problem, the order of the bits is changed. MSB is now P1.0 and LSB is P2.1. In this case, the 
biggest jump is from 0000 0100 to 0000 0000.  
 
Figure 5-6 Voltage Spikes on DAC 
 
To verify the R2R ladder could output any voltage correctly, the circuit is tested by MSP430 
counting from 0 to 255 in a triangle wave format. Figure 5-7 shows that the DAC can output any 
value.  
 
Figure 5-7 DAC output with MSP430 counting  
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The circuit for this lab is more complicated than previous ones. There are three sections: 
microphone with input amplifier, R2R ladder, and push-pull pair for driving the speaker.   
 The microphone’s output voltage is at about 10mV max. Since the MSP430 ADC input is 0-
3.3V, an amplifying and biasing circuit is needed. The first design of the circuit uses a differential 
amplifier with a 1.65V bias from a voltage divider, shown in Figure 5-8. The input signals are all AC 
coupled. An inverting amplifier with biased positive input will achieve the same with less components. 
The final design of the input section is in Figure 5-9. The two additional switch is used to control 
record and playback.  
 
Figure 5-8 First input amplifier design 
 
Figure 5-9 Final design of the input 
 
 The original design of the DAC is simply using some resistors to form a R2R ladder as shown 
in Figure 5-10. After some searching, a R2R ladder resistor pack is found. The 4601-r2r-103lf is a 
resistor pack with 10K/20K R2R construction in a SIP package. Using this resistor pack could greatly 
reduce the component numbers and simplify the circuit. The simplified version is shown in Figure 
5-11.  
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Figure 5-10 Initial output DAC with pull down pot and push-pull pair 
 
Figure 5-11 Final design of DAC and push-pull pair  
 
Since the MSP430 are 3.3V tolerant, it is important to prevent students from exceeding this voltage. 
Thus, using the 3.3V supply from launchpad itself will be the best. In this case, the Op-amps will need 
to work in 0-3.3V rail. This requires the output of the Op-amps to be as close to the rail as possible for 
more accurate ADC reading. During development, the best available op-amp is MCP6002.  
To reduce the chance of students feeding higher voltage into the MSP430, the initial speaker push-
pull pair is designed work with on 0-3.3V rail (shown in Figure 5-10). However, reusing the audio 
amplifier from previous lab (from Activity 13) could reduce the amount of circuits students need to 
build. The reused amplifier design requites ±9V rail. By capacitively couple the signal from DAC to 
amplifier and not needing VCC on the output side should be enough to prevent MSP430 be damaged by 
9V. 
The amplifier from previous lab is using a 10K input resistance and 100K feedback resistance for 
10 times gain. However, this lab doesn’t need any amplification. Thus, the feedback resistance will be 
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changed to 10K to form the gain of 1 with equivalent resistance of 10K from 4601-r2r-103lf resistor 
packs. 
After some testing, it is found that the amount of wiring would take the focus away from the 
microcontroller. It is decided that the circuits for input amplifier and output DAC should be provided as 
an extension hat for MSP430 Launchpad. A PCB is designed with the circuit discussed above. The 
output signals from the microphone amplifier and DAC are connected to two pairs of breakout pins. By 
connecting each pair to audio amplifier, students can get a sense of what signal is being feed into 
microcontroller, and how microcontroller is able to store and reproduce the signals.  
 
Figure 5-12 MSP430 Launchpad Microphone & DAC Hat 
  
The 5Khz switching noise is obvious in the output. There is an attempt to smooth up the wave 
form.  Figure 5-13 shows the output noise. (The fuzzy section on the top is due to the first output 
amplifier circuit’s amplifier rail clipping). A band-pass filter is added to the output push-pull pair, and 
the output is much cleaner looking on the scope as shown in Figure 5-14. However, the actual audio’s 
volume is highly reduced. Since this lab is to have students experience the microcontroller, and human 
voice is till auditable with 5KHz switching noise, the band pass filter is decided not to be used.   
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Figure 5-13 Output sinewave without filtering 
 
Figure 5-14 200Hz with 100nF filtering cap 
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6  Result 
The main achievement in this IQP are the new microcontroller activities. Total of three labs are 
created. The first lab is a simple blinking LED lab. The purpose is to let students get use to the toolchain 
of the MSP430 and understand the basic functions of a microcontroller. The second lab is to control a 7-
segment display. This lab focuses on showing the ability and advantage of microcontroller when 
processing complex digital logic. The third lab, audio recorder, is designed to show how microcontroller 
could also handle analog work and storing data. In this lab, microcontroller is used to interface with 
analog circuits through ADC and DAC. In addition, it is used to store a few seconds of audio. For each 
lab, a new lab instruction is developed. 
The product deliver to the Frontier program is a comprehensive lab instruction with circuit designed 
for the 7-segment display lab and audio recorder lab. In addition, an example boards are soldered for 7-
segment display lab to guide students during wiring, and a batch of MSP430 Launchpad extension hat 
PCB is designed and produced for the audio recorder lab. In the meantime, the available number of 
MSP430 Launchpad for Frontiers in ECE lab is checked and restocked.   
 
7 Conclusions 
Throughout the tests for choosing the best microcontroller platforms, it is found that both Arduino 
and MSP430 Launchpad are good entry level platforms. They each have advantages and drawbacks. 
When choosing a platform, the one that is already used will have a much bigger advantage. The reasons 
being that changing to a new platform results in a high number of setup cost. Not only the new platform 
needs to be purchased, but also new software sets will need to be installed.    
This IQP re-designed the microcontroller section for the Frontier in ECE program. Now, students 
could have a better experience and learn more after attending the program.  
It is likely that future IQP could build on this lab and continue to refine the content in this program. 
Since this IQP project does not overlap with the Frontier in ECE program, there are no feedback process 
from actual high school students using the new material in creating the activities. In the future, the 
feedback could be used to further improve the activities.   
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Appendix A. Comparison over various Arduino Integration Methodologies.  
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Appendix B.  Lab Instruction for Newly Developed Lab Activities 
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Appendix C.  Code for Newly Developed Lab Activities 
Main.c for activity 1:  
  
#include <msp430.h> 
// Code for blinking a LED on pin P1.0 
// content after ‘//’ is comment, does not effect the actuation of code 
 
void main(void) 
{ 
    WDTCTL = WDTPW | WDTHOLD;       // stop watchdog timer 
    P1DIR |= 0x01;                  // configure P1.0 as output 
    volatile unsigned int i;        // volatile to prevent optimization 
    while(1) 
    { 
        P1OUT ^= 0x01;              // toggle P1.0 
        for(i=10000; i>0; i--);     // delay 
    } 
}  
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Main.c for activity 2: 
 
/* 
 * main.c  Author: Leo Chen 
 */ 
 
#include <msp430.h> 
#include <string.h> // for able to use strlen measure message length 
 
volatile unsigned char timeTic=0; // keep track of number of interrupts. use Char to 
ensure atomic operation 
const unsigned char oneSec = 4; // since timer work at 4Hz, timeTic will count 2 for 
one second. 
volatile char btnPressed=0; // keep track of weather a button is pressed 
 
// Port1 is all used for 7sig display, 
// Port 1.0-1.5 2.0 2.1 for 7Sig display 
// port 2.2 is used for button. 
 
//////////////// message setup ////////////////// 
 
#define MAX_MSG_MUN 4 
char message1[] = "1234567890"; 
char message2[] = "987654321"; 
char message4[] = "LEO."; 
 
typedef struct msgHolder { 
    char * letters; 
    int length; 
}msgHolder; 
msgHolder msgGroup[MAX_MSG_MUN]; 
 
int msgCounter = 0; 
int msgLoadCount =0; 
 
/////////////// define functions //////////////// 
void msgAdder(char *message); 
char charToSeg (char x ); 
void outputSegments( char segments ); 
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int main (void) 
{ 
    ///////////// setup ////////////// 
    WDTCTL = WDTPW + WDTHOLD; // Stop WDT 
 
    P1SEL = 0x00 ; // set all port 1 to digital I/O 
    P2SEL = 0x00 ; // set all port 2 to digital I/O 
    P1DIR = 0xff ; // set all port 1 to output 
    P2DIR =  (1<<1) + (1<<0)  ; // set port 2.0 2.1 to output ,2.2 and rest as input; 
 
    P2REN = 1<<2  ; // turn on internal pull up/down resistors for port  2.2 
    P2OUT = 1<<2 ; // pull up on port 2.2 
    P2IES = 1<<2 ; // set trigger edge for high to low 
    P2IE  = 1<<2 ; // port 2.2 is selected for button interrupt 
    P2IFG = 0x00 ; 
 
    P1OUT = 0x00 ; // zero at initial 
 
    // timer setup 
    // assume SMCLK from DCOCLK which is ~1Mhz 
    TACTL = TASSEL_2 | MC_1 | ID_3; // SMCLK, /8, up mode 1Mhz/8 = 125Khz. 125KHz / 4Hz 
= 31250 
    TACCR0 = 31250-1; // 4Hz  Up mode count up to TCCRT0 than start from 0 again. 
    TACCTL0 = CCIE; // enable interrupt 
    _BIS_SR(GIE);   // enable global interrupt 
    //////////////// end of setup ///////////// 
 
    //////////// display related setup 
    msgAdder(message1); 
    msgAdder(message2); 
    msgAdder(message4); 
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    int letterCount =0; 
    int letterCountlimit = msgGroup[0].length ; // this line allow switching to other 
content and length 
    char *dispLetters = msgGroup[0].letters ; 
 
    // msgCount already defined 
    int msgCountLimit = msgLoadCount; 
    char segment; // temporarily variable 
 
    while(1) 
    { 
        //////// handle each letter 
        if (timeTic >= oneSec/2 )   // reset timerTic every half second 
        { 
            timeTic-=oneSec/2;                          // reset timeTic 
            if( letterCount >= letterCountlimit ) { letterCount =0; }   // count back 
from start if reaches end. 
            segment = charToSeg(dispLetters[letterCount]);      // get the corresponding 
segment of the current letter 
            outputSegments(~segment); 
            ++letterCount ;                                     // count to next element 
 
        } 
        ///////// handle each message 
        if(btnPressed>0) 
        { 
            btnPressed=0; // set the flag back 
            TA0R=1;                  // reset timer 
            if( msgCounter >= msgCountLimit ) { msgCounter =0; }   // count back from 
start if reaches end. 
            letterCountlimit = msgGroup[msgCounter].length; 
            letterCount=0; 
            dispLetters = msgGroup[msgCounter].letters; 
            ++msgCounter; 
            timeTic = oneSec/2; 
        } 
    } 
} 
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// found in "MSP430g2533.h" file. and 0FFF2h in data sheet for MSP430G2x53 and 2x13 
#pragma vector=TIMER0_A0_VECTOR  
__interrupt void Timer_A (void) 
{ 
    ++timeTic; 
} 
 
// found in "MSP430g2533.h" file. and 0FFF2h in data sheet for MSP430G2x53 and 2x13 
#pragma vector=PORT2_VECTOR  
__interrupt void PORT_2 (void) 
{ 
    ++btnPressed; 
    ++btnPressed; 
    P2IFG = 0x00; 
} 
 
// the function to handle output pins across two different port  
void outputSegments( char segments ) 
{ 
    P1OUT = 0b00111111 & segments ; 
    P2OUT = 0b00000011 & (segments>>6) ; 
} 
 
// helper function to setup initial messages 
void msgAdder(char *message) 
{ 
    if (msgCounter < MAX_MSG_MUN) // make sure amount of message does not exceed 
maxinum. 
    { 
        msgGroup[msgCounter].letters = message; 
        msgGroup[msgCounter].length = strlen(message); 
        msgCounter++; 
        msgLoadCount=msgCounter; 
    } 
} 
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// segment definition 
/* diagram of the actual 7 segment display 
    ----a---- 
    |       | 
    f        b 
    |       | 
    ----g---- 
    |       | 
    e       c 
    |       | 
    ----d---- 
*/ 
/** charToSeg will takes a character and return the 7 segment display value in char. 
 *  a,b,c,d,e,f,g,dp = 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7 bit 
 * the return char will have segment a in LSB and dp in MSB. 
 * the list of characters available are " 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 a b c d e f g h i j l n o 
p r t u y . - " 
 * helpful link in https://en.wikichip.org/wiki/seven-
segment_display/representing_letters 
 */ 
 
char charToSeg (char x ) 
{ 
    switch (x) 
    {                   // dpgfedcba 
        case '1' : return 0b00000110 ; 
        case '2' : return 0b01011011 ; 
        case '3' : return 0b01001111 ; 
        case '4' : return 0b01100110 ; 
        case '5' : return 0b01101101 ; 
        case '6' : return 0b01111100 ; 
        case '7' : return 0b00000111 ; 
        case '8' : return 0b01111111 ; 
        case '9' : return 0b01100111 ; 
        case '0' : return 0b00111111 ; 
        case 'A' : return 0b01110111 ; 
        case 'b' : return 0b01111100 ; 
        case 'C' : return 0b00111001 ; 
        case 'c' : return 0b01011000 ; 
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        case 'd' : return 0b01011110 ; 
        case 'E' : return 0b01111001 ; 
        case 'f' : return 0b01110001 ; 
        case 'g' : return 0b01101111 ; 
        case 'h' : return 0b01110100 ; 
        case 'i' : return 0b00000110 ; 
        case 'j' : return 0b00001110 ; 
        case 'L' : return 0b00111000 ; 
        case 'l' : return 0b00000110 ; 
        case 'n' : return 0b01010100 ; 
        case 'o' : return 0b01011100 ; 
        case 'O' : return 0b00111111 ; 
        case 'p' : return 0b01110001 ; 
        case 'r' : return 0b01010000 ; 
        case 't' : return 0b01111000 ; 
        case 'u' : return 0b00011100 ; 
        case 'y' : return 0b01101110 ; 
        case ' ' : return 0b00000000 ; 
        case '.' : return 0b10000000 ; 
        case '-' : return 0b01000000 ; 
        default  : return 0b00000001 ; 
    } 
} 
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Main.c for activity 3: 
 
/** 
 * main.c Author: Leo Chen 
 */ 
 
/* 
 * Flash space ends at 0x0FFFF, start varies. 
 * MSP430G2553 ---------------------------- 
 * Peripherals:     00h -> 01FFh 
 * RAM              0x0200 -> 0x03FF     512Byte 
 * info mem         0x1000 -> 0x10FF    256Byte 
 * Main Memory                          16KByte 
 * Main code memory 0xC000 -> 0xFFFF 
 * interrupt V      0xFFC0 -> 0xFFFF 
 */ 
 
// erase in 512 chunk, 512 = 0x0200 
// 0xC600 is a valid Erase position 
 
#include <msp430.h>  
 
// takes about 250ms to erase everything within this chunk 
char * startAds = (char*) ( 0xC000 + 0x0800); 
char * endAds = (char*) (0xFE00); // not touching the whole last chunk to save the 
vectors 
 
void pinSetup(); 
void ADCSetup(); 
void timerSetup() ; 
void scopeOutput(char value); 
void DACout(unsigned char value); 
void DacTest (); 
void eraseRecord (); 
void playBack (); 
void flashErase(char *flashPtr); 
void flashWrite(char *flashPtr, char value); 
 
// pin 1.0-1.5 and 2.0 -2.1 8 pins used for DAC output 
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// pin 1.6 & 1.7 used for ADC 
// pin 2.3 2.4  used for buttons. Push 2.3 erase, Hold 2.4 Play 
 
int main(void) 
{ 
    WDTCTL = WDTPW | WDTHOLD;   // stop watchdog timer 
 
    volatile char temp   =0 ; 
    pinSetup(); 
    timerSetup(); 
    ADCSetup(); 
 
    // Flash setup 
    while(FCTL3&BUSY); // check BUSY flag 
    // setup Flash Timer 
    FCTL2 =FWKEY + FSSEL1 + FN0; // FSSEL1 set source to SMCLK at 1MHZ ish, FN0 set 
devider to 1+1 
 
    while(1) 
    { 
        temp++ ; 
        if (P2IFG & (1<<3) ) 
        { 
            eraseRecord() ; 
            P2IFG &= ~ (1<<3); 
        } 
        while ( (~P2IN) & (1<<4) ) 
            playBack(); 
    } 
} 
 
/////////// functional Block ////////// 
void eraseRecord () 
{ 
    volatile char reading   =0 ; 
    char *writeAds , *eraseAds; 
    P1OUT &= ~1  ; 
    // erase 
   for (eraseAds = startAds; eraseAds < endAds ; eraseAds+=0x200) 
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       flashErase(eraseAds); 
    // record 
    ADC10CTL0 |= ENC ; // start the ADC 
    P1OUT |= 1; 
    for (writeAds = startAds ; writeAds < endAds ; writeAds++ ) 
    { 
        while ( (ADC10CTL0 & ADC10IFG )==0 ) ; 
        ADC10CTL0 &= ~ADC10IFG ; 
        flashWrite(writeAds , (char) ( ADC10MEM >>2)  ); 
    } 
    P1OUT &= ~1  ; 
    ADC10CTL0 &=~ENC ; // stop the ADC 
} 
 
void playBack () 
{ 
    char *readAds ; 
    TACCTL0 &= ~CCIFG ; 
    for (readAds = startAds ; readAds < endAds ; readAds++ ) 
    { 
        // wait for a time signal 
        while ((TACCTL0 & CCIFG)==0) ; 
        TACCTL0 &= ~CCIFG ; 
        DACout(*readAds); 
        if ((P2IN) & (1<<4)) break; 
        while ((TACCTL0 & CCIFG)==0) ; 
        TACCTL0 &= ~CCIFG ; 
    } 
} 
////////////////////////////// 
 
///// Helper///////// 
 
void flashWrite(char *flashPtr, char value) 
{ 
//    P1OUT |= 1 ; // turn P1.0 on for bench marking 
    FCTL3 = FWKEY;                            // Clear Lock bit 
    FCTL1 = FWKEY + WRT; // Set WRT bit for write operation 
    while(FCTL3&BUSY); 
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    *flashPtr = value; 
    FCTL3 = FWKEY + LOCK;                     // Set LOCK bit 
//    P1OUT &= ~1 ; // turn P1.0 off 
} 
 
void flashErase(char *flashPtr) 
{ 
    FCTL1 = FWKEY + ERASE;                    // Set Erase bit 
    FCTL3 = FWKEY;                            // Clear Lock bit 
    *flashPtr = 0;                           // Dummy write to erase Flash segment 
    while(FCTL3&BUSY);                          // wait for flash 
    FCTL3 = FWKEY + LOCK;                     // Set LOCK bit 
} 
 
void pinSetup() 
{ 
    P1SEL  = 0b11000000 ; // set 1.0 to 1.5 as Digital IO, 1.6 1.7 to Primary 
peripheral 
    P1SEL2 = 0 ; 
    P1DIR = 0b00111111 ; // set 1.6 1.7 A6 and A7 input, other to output 
    P2SEL  &= 0x00  ; // Set all pins to Digital IO 
    P2SEL2 &= 0x00 ; 
    P2DIR |= 0b00000111 ;   // set P2.0 1 2 to output,P2.3 4 to input 
    P2REN |= 0b00011000 ; // Select 2.3 2.4 for pull-up-down function 
    P2OUT |= 0b00011000 ; // turn on pull up for P2.3 2.4 
    P1OUT |= 1 ; // turn P1.0 on 
    P1OUT &= ~1 ; // turn P1.0 off 
} 
 
void ADCSetup() 
{ 
    // INCH 0110 for A6 
    ADC10CTL1 =  (0b0110<<12) +CONSEQ_2 + SHS_2   ;   
    // ADC10DF = 0 for binary format // CONSEQ = 10 for Repear-single-channel 
    // SHSx = 10 Start of next sampling on TimerA_out0 
    ADC10AE0 = 1<<6; // enable A6. 
    // sample hold time > (Rs + 2Khom) * 7.625 * 27 pF 
    ADC10CTL0 = ADC10SHT_2 + ADC10ON +ENC;      
    // SREF = 000 Vcc and Vss for ref // ADC10SHTx = 2 for 16cycle.// 
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    // MSC =0 for continous sample only at trigger 
    // set ENC to enable conversion, set ADC10SC to start a conversion 
    ADC10CTL0 |= ADC10SC; // start Conversion 
} 
 
 
void timerSetup()   
{ 
        TACTL = TASSEL_2 | MC_1 | ID_1; // SMCLK, /2, up mode 1Mhz/2 = 500KHz. 500KHz / 
5Khz  = 100 
        TACCR0 = 50-1; // 5KHz Timer 
        // 2.5Khz Sample frequency 
        TACCTL0 = OUTMOD_4 ; // Generate output in half frequency, Output0 in  mode 4, 
toggle 
} 
 
void DACout(unsigned char value) 
{ 
    // pin 1.0-1.5 and 2.0 -2.1 8 pins used for DAC output 
    // output All 8 bits without flip. 
    // Flip the input 
    value = (value & 0xF0) >> 4 | (value & 0x0F) << 4; 
    value = (value & 0xCC) >> 2 | (value & 0x33) << 2; 
    value = (value & 0xAA) >> 1 | (value & 0x55) << 1; 
 
    P2OUT = (value >> 6 ) +  0b00011000 ;    // 2 LSB on 2.1 2.0 + ensure pull up exist 
    P1OUT = value & 0b00111111 + (P1OUT & 0b11000000 ) ; // 6 MSB on 1.0 - 1.5 + ensure 
ADC in is not affected. 
} 
 
// tested function for one pin output, not useful  
void scopeOutput(char value) 
{ 
    P1OUT &=~1; 
    P1OUT |= 1; 
    value = value >>2 ; 
    for (; value >0; value -- ) 
    { 
    } 
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    P1OUT &=~1; 
} 
 
// code for testing the DACsetup, will output a triangle wave.  
void DacTest () 
{ 
   unsigned char i=0, j=0; 
    // output from 0 to 256 
    for (j=0;j<3;++j) 
    { 
        for (i=0; i<0xff ; i++ ) 
        { 
            // wait for a time signal 
            while ((TACCTL0 & CCIFG)==0) ; 
            TACCTL0 &= ~CCIFG ; 
            DACout(i);                  // Output the value 
            while ((TACCTL0 & CCIFG)==0) ; 
            TACCTL0 &= ~CCIFG ; 
        } 
        for(i=0xff;i>0;--i) 
        { 
            // wait for a time signal 
           while ((TACCTL0 & CCIFG)==0) ; 
           TACCTL0 &= ~CCIFG ; 
           DACout(i);                  // Output the value 
           while ((TACCTL0 & CCIFG)==0) ; 
           TACCTL0 &= ~CCIFG ; 
        } 
    } 
} 
 
 
 
